Conflicts of Interests Statement Form

Name: _________________________________

Date: _________________________________

Conflicts of interests refer to any current professional, financial or other interests of an individual or interests of his/her close family members which could improperly influence the individual’s objectivity, independence and impartiality in carrying out duties and responsibilities as a representative/delegate/member of an organizational body of OpenCitations.

For the purposes of this policy, circumstances that could lead a reasonable person to question an individual’s objectivity also constitute a potential conflict of interest. These potential conflicts of interest are also subject to disclosure.

Déclaration

EITHER

☐ I hereby declare the following interests (current or within the past 5 years) that I feel might potentially conflict with the interests of OpenCitations:

a) relevant financial relationships with commercial organizations
   (please give details) ______________________________________________________________

b) collaborations and consultancy activities
   (please give details) ______________________________________________________________

c) relevant financial support/grant or other financial contribution received (i.e. grants, donations)
   (please specify nature, amount and source) _____________________________________________

d) relationships/affiliations with other organizations relevant to OpenCitations and its work
   (please specify) ___________________________________________________________________

e) membership of editorial boards, Advisory Boards, or other bodies of relevance to OpenCitations
   (please specify) ___________________________________________________________________

f) Employment by a company of relevance to OpenCitations
   (please specify) ___________________________________________________________________

 g) Any other relevant interest
   (please specify) ___________________________________________________________________

OR

☐ I declare that I have no interests that I feel might potentially conflict with the interests of OpenCitations.

Sign:

__________________________________